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NOMENCLATURE

!. .

Ed drop eddy diffusivity
. . .

| -A area
.

e -momentum eddy diffusivityL 3 . wave amplitude m
| LC entrained liquid concentration A wavelength
I mass"per unit volume.

.

p density

,ci' _ imaginary part of complex wave. O surface tension
propagation velocity. T . shear stress

turbulent' shear stress
i ci: ci /u2' Tt
i cR' real'part of complex propagation ' T4. - dimensionless particle . (drop) re-
! velocity laxation time-

cR. cR /u2 p viscosity*

| D tube diameter .

V kinematic viscosity

| d. drop or particle' diameter-

E .E entrained liquid mass fraction Subscripts

| f friction ~ factor
a acceleration caused by body forceG' mass velocity = flow rate / area

L ' length B Blasius
d deposition, dropli mass

5 mass flow rate in axial direction e entrainment, equilibrium

5 mass'tran fer rate per unit sur- f film

face area F flow direction

.

R' Reynolds number fn neutral film

L 'r radius g gas

! .S correlating parameter used in i interface

Fig. 8 i liquid

Stm momentum transfer.Stanton number m momentum

t time t turbulent

. velocity in direction of flow T totalu
w wall- .Vp' dimensionless particle deposition

~

velocity 2 liquid film interface

.. Vo friction velocity = (T/p )l/2 + dimensionless mass deposition
g,

| W Weber number correlation parameter

x ' quality 0 initial value
,

| 'a' ' wave number

! a L2x6/A
!- S mass transfer coefficient, dimen-

sions of: velocity

6 mean. film. thickness

|
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FILM ENTRAINMENT AND DROP DEPOSITION FOR TWO-PHASE FLOW

by

A.Koestel, R. G. Gido, and J. S. Gilbert

ABSTRACT

A model for estimating the rate of film mass entrainment for
drop-annular flow, based on film disturbance wave stability, was
developed. The model was verified by application to tests involv-
ing deposition and entrainment. To account for the deposition, a
recent particle mass diffusion correlation was used. Application
of the entrainment and deposition models confirmed that a flow
passage length (L/D) of about 100 or more is required to achieve
near equilibrium, for a zero initial entrainment flow. The as-
sumption of an initially fully entrained flow remaining approxi-
mately so, as used in nuclear power plant subcompartment analysis,
is shown to be appropriate.

1. INTRODUCTION

This report presents a new basic model for the accounting of liquid film
entrainment in drop-annular flow. This model then is combined with a more
conventional, but current, model to account for drop deposition because most
applications involve deposition and entrainment.

An understanding of the mechanics of entrainment and deposition often is
essential for analysis of two-phase thermal-hydraulic problems. Such an under--

standing could be used to predict the (a) location where transition between
annular flow and drop-annular flow occurs...(b)_ amount of liquid entrained from
a film as a function of length, (c) flow passage length (L/D) required to
achieve an equilibrium flow condition wherein the rate of deposition is
balanced by the rate of film entrainment and (d) deposition and subsequent
entrainment from the deposited liquid film

It is surprising that the most elementary _two-phase flow regime, annular
flow, has turned out to be the most intractable to analyze or describe because
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cf the complexity of the gas-liquid interactions that occur. In addition, the

entrainment field from liquid films is still in an unsatisfactory state.
Important geometric variables are only dimly understood and the problem of
d3cigning and interpreting experiments is not yet satisfactorily solved. [1,2]

Our primary motivation for the development of these models concerned the
deposition and entrainment that might occur in nuclear power plant subcompart-
t;ents following a postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). Such considera-
tions may be important in containment safety analysis.13] For example, Refs.
4 cnd 5 indicate that homogeneous flow models required the assumption of
p:rtial deposition to improve the comparison between computer-calculated and
LOCA-simulated test results.

Our entrainment model evolved from the concept, originally presented in
Refs. 6 and 7, that the entrained drops result from the interfacial distur-
bance waves. Quantification of the concept is provided, in this paper, by the
incorporation of empirical values for the film disturbance growth rate. The
daposition model used is based on a current empirical correlation for the mass
diffusion of particles (drops).

2. THEORY

The physical processes of film entrainment and drop deposition that we
will represent are depicted in Figs.1 and 2. Figure 1 shows the interfacial
wave growth, instability, breakup into drops, and drop entrainment. Figure 2
could, represent an equilibrium condition where the rate of liquid deposition

| equals the rate of liquid entrainment. This figure could also represent the
d: position-dominated condition corresponding to the introduction of a dis-!

i parsed flow if the liquid film and entrainment from the film are insignificant.
i In addition, Fig. 2 shows a possible formulation for the entrained liquid mass

concentration (C) change over an incremental length. In the development below
we will predict deposition rates from a gsneral correlation for the mass dif-
fu sion. Recognition is given to the classic, but simple, mass diffusion model
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Fig. 1. The liquid film disturbance Fig. 2. Schematic representation
wave growth, instability, of two-phase drop-annular

,

| and breakup into drops flow with film entrainment
! schematic represents the gamut and drop deposition.

of wave types that might exist,
such as waves with run under,
beach-type waves, rib waves,
and roll waves.
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based on the analogy between mowentum .and mass transfer. The entrainment
phenomena analysis is based on the growth rate of the interfacirl surface dis-
turbance waves, whose crests atomise to form entrained drops. Gravity effects
are assumed not to be of importance for the applications of interest.

J.

2.1 Deposition

It is important to have a good basis for the extrapolation to large-
scale applications of small-scale drop deposition correlations. A convenient
starting point for computing drop deposition is to assume that the momentum
analogy applies. It is known that the analogy has limitations for this appli-
cation 18] but the analogy is useful as a basis for the explanation of devia-
tions f rom the analogy.-

For the analogy, the. ratio of the drop or particle diffusivity (E ) isdassumed to be equal to the fluid momentum diffusivity (c ). Particle depo-m
sition research has shown that. the momentum analogy is' a sound starting point
for computing drop deposition with the understanding that there are many
effects that cause deviations from the analogy. A prime factor involved in
the deviations is the drop inertia.

Analysts have attempted to relate the ratio of the diffusivities
(t /C ) to the inertial behavior. of the drops and the fluid turbulentd s
eddies.[8-10) Some of these studies show that the turbulence imparted to the
particles by the fluid is sometimes damped by the laminar sublayer as the
particle approaches the wall.-18,11,12] _ The " Stokes Stopping Distance" and the
"Saffman Lif t Force"_ concepts explain the drop behavior in the laminar sub '
layer. Conversely, a sufficiently large drop inertia can almost completely
negate the effect of the laminar sublayer.[13]

A measure of the inertia effect is the dimensionless particle relaxation
time from Ref.14,

T, = t =
d , and V, = (1),

,

g g g

where the drop diameter (d), drop density (p ), and transporting fluid vis-g
cosity (p ) define the particle relaxation time td and where the sheara
stress (TJ and density (p ) define the friction velocity V*. Figure 3,
reproduced f rom Ref.14, gshows an experimental correlation of the dimension-
less particle deposition velocity,

V, =_ (2),_

vs the dimensionless particle relaxation time, where 6 is the mass transfer
coefficient, which is also called the deposition velocity. The correlation of
Fig. 3 is for a monodispersion~ of drop sizes and is supported by experimental

~

Ldata from several investigators.- Note that V+ represents the ratio of mass-
to-momente transfer as in the classical approach based on the analogy.
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The advantages of a correla-: . ..poq i . . p u,
-
,,,pq , . . p n.g

i tion such as that presented in
-

- Fig. 3 include the identification of
the deposition regimes, the defini-~

st
-

..m ,

r M tion of the limitations of each" -
uf

{ E. i regime, and the use of a correlating*

8 - parameter involving the important
inertia effect. The correlationI

-
~

8 e 1 shows that for T+ < 30 a transi-g6 7
3 i

tion occurs in which the deposition
k - * - rate decreases toward a regime con-

trolled by Brownian diffusion. [15]E -
~

E At T + = 30, a maximum depositiongn' y
! - i rate corresponding to V+ = 0.15-

occurs, which agrees with the obser-* "t * * "o#" -

# - 4 are e sc.mo ~ vations of Refs. 11 and 16. For

f 86*r* ! values of T+ > 30, the droplet
9 3 i inertia begins to reduce the ability
| -

- of the drop to follow the fluid tur-
-

~ bulence eddies and the drop deposi-
.

g. , , , i i . cf , ,,,o, , ,,,o ,,,i"
tion is reduced gradually,

Figure 3 shows that the depo-omosouss anautos res:, v.
sition for a wide gamut of drop

Fig. 3. Experimental relatioc. ship be- sizes can be represented by an
tween the dimensionless par- approximately constant value of
ticle deposition velocity V+ = 0.15. Two phase flow
and the dimensionless par- experiments having a polydisper-
ticle relaxation time sion of drop sizes confirm this
(Re f. 14 ), assumption for engineering applica-

tions. [11,17] We will therefore
assume that drop mass deposition can
be represented by a constant value

of V+ = 0.15 with the qualification that the Brownian regime is not included,
which is a good assumption for the applications of interest because the liquid-
gas interface is probably turbulent.

The discussion above leads to the drop mass deposition rate per unit area
(d ) given byd

E =Sc=vVc (3)
,

d

where C is the bulk drop mass concentration per unit volume. A concentration
of zero at the liquid interf ace is assumed.

The effec t of a body force, such as that caused by gravity or accelera-
tion, on drop deposition could be accounted for by using

d " (0 * O )ca ,a

where S is the settling velocity due to the body force.
a

k.
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2.2 Entrainment

t Entrainment results from the
continuous pumping of liquid intoj[

a the gas core by means of interfacial
b wave growth. The wave crests gener-g - W - W

| 8 ated are atomized by the flowing gas
~ and the drops are entrained. This8M/ MMM MMMM##O is consistent with experimental

observation [18,19] and forms the
Film basis of this analysis. Reference 6

I wave I Tischness presents an early discussion of this
langth approach to the determination of

film entrainment.
Fig. 4. Schematic of simplified Figure 4 depicts the liquid

wave charac teristics showing film wave model used for our analy-
wave growth with length, sis. Let us assume that the rate of

" pumping" liquid to the wave crests
for atomization by the flowing gas
can be represented approximately by

the rate of wave amplitude growth over 2. This gives the liquid mass entrain-
ment rate per unit area as

.

Bpg.

(4)m = .

e 2

As a re sult, the entrainment rate is coupled to the hydrodynamic characteris-
tics of the film waves. This rate provides a necessary but not sufficient
condition for determining entrainment. In addition, sufficient gas velocity
to disperse the " pumped" liquid must exist.

When applying hydrodynamic stability theory to the liquid-vapor inter-
face, a basic quantity, called the disturbance growth rate (aci), results.
In the expression for the growth rate, a = 2n6/A, and ci = ci'/u2, where
ci' is the imaginary part of the complex wave propagation velocity. When,
(a) ci > 0, instabilities result; (b) ci = 0, stability is neutral; and
(c) ci < 0, damping occurs. Reference 6 shows that n'et'B = B, where
a' = 2n/A. Combining these relationships with Eq. (4) gives

(5)m, = ac ug2 .

To apply Eq. (5), experimental values for (aci) must be used because theory
based on the amplification of infinitesimal disturbances can give values for
(aci) several magnitudes larger than experimentally observed. According to
Ref. 6, the type of disturbance must be identified, i.e., Tollmien-Schlichting
or Kelvin-Helmholtz, as well as the maximum growth rate. It usually is
assumed that disturbances of all wavelengths are present and that the
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wavelength giving the maximum growth rate dominates the interface. We have
found that the Tollmien-Schlichting ir tability, which is characterized by the
' film Reynolds number, gives the maximum growth rate for liquid films flowing
on walls for the air-liquid water system of interest to us. However, at low
' film Reynolds numbers and high gas velocities, atomization caused by the
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability may become important and therefore the film Weber
number would be an important parameter. For example, high-speed free liquid
jets in the form .of sheets or cylinders may be broken up by the Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability. Note that the density and viscosity ratios of the two
phases and the surface tension are inherent variables for determining growth
rate. [6,20] Therefore, the application of a correlation based on one gas-
liquid system must be used with caution when applied to another system.

One method of characterizing the wave parameters in Eq. (5) is to measure
the mean liquid film thickness and the wave crest gradient of the interface as
shown in Fig. 5. Then, the following equation from Ref. 6 can be applied.

ac
dB B y

dL ~ 6 eR+1
*

Equation (6) is from Eq. (13) in Ref. 6, which also selected values of
cp = 0.1 and a = 0. 6. By measuring the slope dB/dL, values of (B/6) ci
can be estimated. Reference 6 pre-
sents two such sample. calculations i i i *'ii'l i ' ' ' siii

based on Ref. 21 measurements. The - - ~ ~ -

measurements were used to obtain mtomTro
wave growth rates from the wave amp- er._ uawuw wavt sowiH RATE _

litude and film thickness measure- : :
ments. The gas velocities of these : ;

@xperiments were less than that - _

needed to atomize and entraln the - _

liquid to facilitate the wave i _

geometry measurements. Note that g
_

this approach to the characteriza- E

| 0*tion of the film to define entrain- :
-

,

ment is very direct and results in : o :,

an equation for entrainment that is
-

wan wmwis mTt
-

- ~

musam
independent of the gas velocity,
shear stress, etc.

~ ~

Figure 6 is a plot of the maxi- ,

mum growth rate parameter vs the /
I/ I f fIfft| t t t t tfitdo

~~~ n N.203 s g,SLOPE = de/dl o o,

g . / FILM REYNOLDS NUMBER, u pg / g-~~ 3g
,

-.. v vp ix / Fig. 6. Maxicium wave growth param-
; ' en 83 U eter used in film entrain-

/NNNNNNNNNN/NN/NNNNN/N ment model vs film Reynolds
number, measured fromL =

Ref. 21, predicted from
Ref. 20. Note, Rfn = 203

' Fig. 5. Schematic of simplified wave is the neutral stability
characteristics showing wave film Reynolds number per
growth with length. Raf. 20.
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film Reynolds number. The figure is based on the data of Ref. 21 and used to
obtain the parameter as described above. The reference measurements also show
.that a suitable value for B/6 is 1, which was used in obtaining Fig. 6. How-
ever, values different from 1 also are possible according to Ref. 21. In Ref.
22, the maximum wave height and the mean film thickness were measured. These
measurements show that for air-water flow the value of the ratio B/6 equals
one for thin films and becomes greater than one as the film thickness in-
creases. The experimentally indicated curve suggested by the measurements is
compared with a predicted curve [6,2] that is based on small perturbation
analysis. The order of magnitude difference between the theoretical and
experimental results is not unusual. For example, the critical pipe Reynolds
number based on the theory of disturbances of infinites.imal amplitude is
20 000 and the experimental value is 2 000. According to MiJes,[20] the
neutral stability film Reynolds number is 203, which is confirmed
approximately by the data in Fig. 6.

Another method for the determination of the disturbance wave growth
parameter (aci) is to use liquid entrainment measurements. However, this
approach is indirect in that the combined effects of deposition and entrain-
ment require accounting, which is compounded by the fact that most tests have
not reached equilibrium where the rate of deposition and entrainment are equal.
In addition, wave geometry, shear stress and gas velocity may be unknown. The
comparison of the models and the experimental results (Sec. 3) uses entrain-
ment measurements to confirm the disturbance wave growth correlation of Fig. 6.

23 Inception of Entrainment

For entrainment to occur, the liquid must be sufficiently unstable
(Rr > 203) so as to pump liquid to the wave crests. In addition, the core
gas velocity must reach a critical value large enough to atomize the liquid at
the wave crests and to disperse it throughout the core. Based on measurements
at the onset of entrainment for thin films, Ref. 23 gives the equation,

M IPg $2 ,4
o p > 2.46 x 10 ,

for the prediction of the critical velocity. This equation gives a value of
29 m/s for an air-water system at atmospheric pressure. Critical gas veloc-
ities near this value are indicated in Refs.18 and 23
3. COMPARISON OF MODELS WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In this section, the models for entrainment and deposition developed pre-
viously and in Appendix A are used and evaluated by comparison with experimen-
tal results presented in Refs. 23 to 25. The results of Ref. 23 and 24 are
used first to substantiate the entrainment parameter correlation of Fig. 6.
Then, the models are applied to predict the results presented in Ref. 25.

3.1 Substantiation of Entrainment Model

The experimental results presented in Ref. 23 (p. 389) involve the down-
ward flow of air and water in a 0.0222-m-diam tube. These results can be used

7
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to verify the ~ entrainment maximum wave growth rate parameter as postulated in
Fig. 6. To do this, Eq. ( A-6) for entrainment,

1/2
1 L I B i [E\ f x iI "#

1 (7)
-4Y, g[St, g / 7 J g _ ,)||

--- I ,E*y 1 - SEP
V,1gSt, g) (-

will be used. The parameter values to be used in this equation are discussed
in the Appendices.

Another equation for entrainment (E) can be developed based on (1) the
definition of-E

. .

EL~N1f
E= . ,

NL

(2) a liquid film mass flow rate (M gf) for an average liquid flow velocity
that is 7/8 of the liquid-gas interface velocity, and (3) a liquid film Rey-
nolds number from

pu6gy
R = .

I Vg

The resulting expression is

(8)'
1 Y (p j R (I ~ *)E= '

g T ,

T = G DM g is used. For known experimen-where a total Reynolds number R T
tal flow, properties, and geometric conditions, Eqs. (7) and (8) become two
equations involving E, Br, and aci. The experimentally determined values

! of E result in the Ref. 23 data points plotted in Fig. 7
The smooth-tube momentum transfer Stanton number,

0.023
| St,= 0.2 *

i T

based on' total liquid and gas flows and gas viscosity, was used inwith RTthe data reduction because measured flow resistance was not readily
available. The Ref. 22 measurements of interfacial shear stress for air-water
flow show that the ratio of ug/V* varies between 10 and 20, which

values of 0.010 and 0.025, respectively.- These valuescorresponds to Stm
indicate'that the' liquid film-gas interface is rough.

,
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The presence of a wavy liquid ftimi i s e i .ni . . . ..ng . i s iiin
~ ~

could have resulted in more flow
8 resistance and a higher Stanton num-N 3 ber. Higher values-for aci would-

,: I have resulted. However, it is pos-
:- - e

,- .] sible that the film wave geometry
.

~ also was different than assumed cnd_

'q[o - lower values of act would . result
+;;

_

if the wave amplitude to mean filmav :-

goI :-

g; E vf :
y _ thickness , ratio (B/6) was greater

r - %p * - In general, the data of Ref. 23
g : than the value of.1 used.

. .

,

1
- * - confirm the proposed entrainment

4. model as indicated by the clustering
.

#E $'| E of the data points.around the basic
'

E 3 .|
~

correlation from Fig. 6. The trend
'

$- -

| - of the data also indicates an air
j

~

l ~

velocity effect. This is speculated
~

|'
~

to be caused by the influence of

~j._ | veloodty on the two-phase momentum,

: I : Stanten number and not on the wave ,

= ~ , , , , ,i growth rata. The data deviations at, i i nl I i , , , , , , ,1 , ,, ,

io se g ,o* a lower film Reynolds number coulds e

FILM REYNOLDS NUMBER - be caused by an increasing impor-
tance of the Kelvin-Helmholtz insta-

Fig 7. Maximum wave growth rate bi.lity, as discussed in the entrain-
parameter vs film Reynolds ment section above. Note that the

'

number for Ref. 23 (p. 389) m velocity is the superficial '

data ( . - 30, o - 38, value,.i.e., based on the total g'as
a - 46, = - 53, , - 61 m//, flow rate and the total tube area.
superficial velocity) an( Recent measurements reported in
'for Rpf. 24 data (+, 16-33 mis Ref. 24 are included in Fig. 7. In-

superficial velocity). Curve. this reference, the entrainment rate,
is based on Ref. 21 film m , was determined from a masse
measurements,.as'shown balance involving the entrainment
in Fig.' 6. flow rate and drop deposition rate

measurements. This unique approach
allows the direct determination of

the growth rate parameter, aci, from Eq. 5. The tests involved the upward
flow of different liquids and air. -

The data of Ref. 24 ' re for a superficial gas velocity 16 to 33 m/s.a
Jince' these gas velocities 'are near the critical values required for inception

,

of entrainment (Sec. '2 3), it is not surprising that the data falls in the ' 't

lower region of the correlation.

Reference 24 presents an empirical. correlation in equation for for
_

.entrainment - rate' that-includes the . surface tension, interfacial shear and
superficial film velocity. ~We have used this equation to show that the growth
rate parameter, aci, is a function of the liquid film Reynolds number and
has a weak der..ndence -on the gas velocity for a given liquid such as water.

J These characteristics of the data are implied in Fig. 7.

I
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32 Application or Models to Data

In Ref. 25, approximate equilibrium measurements for annular flow of a
liquid and a gas for large L/D experiments are described and correlated.
L2rge L/D tests were selected so that near equilibrium conditions could be
expected. In Appendix A, it is shown that this indeed was the case. Figure 8
chows the air-water data of this reference along with our predictions based on
Eq. (A-2) of Appendix A. To make the comparison, the dimensionless group,

k ig,
0

of the figura must be related to the Stanton number (St ) of the equation to'

m
provide C as a function of S. This was accomplished in Appendix B bye
cssuming that the interfacial shear stress ( T ) is approximately equal toi
the wall shear stress (Tw) for a thin turbulent liquid film and by assuming
that, the wavy liquid film can be represented as a film of uniform thickness.
Appendix B gives the following relationship between St and Sm

1/6 1/12
,[h IP (0.0228)1 2 3g ( )1.878 1/6m -

-( 0 j (p j 3

Substituting this expression into Eq. ( A-2) and letting the ratio B/6 = 1
result in the C expression,e

Et fp J g g /61ac1.878 -E l (10)C = -1

(0.0228)1/2 2 (pgj V, 1/6 '*

, , _ \ /so _

5 E as plotted in Fig. 8. For compari-

: - sons with the air-water data of Ref.
25 this was readily accom*plished-

*
* =, .e " _ _-f because oci is a function of Rr- **

# 'Y* / as shown in Figs. 6 and 7 and S is
*

$ $ also a function of Rr as given by.

: Eq. (B-6) in Appendix B. Equation.

d . , [[ - a reasonable correlation of the air-

,

: (10), as plotted in Fig. 8, providesp : .

y gf water data for air velocities between

% 0i s .t - 30 and 60 m/s, which are assumed to,,am%

3. g so - be representative of the experimen-u
2 tal velocities. The agreement be-.* -- so

- -

tween the data and Eq. (10) indi-
- -

cates that the wave growth curves ins
Figs. 6 and 7 are supported by the, , .,,

o on at 03 experimental data of Fig. 8. Note
S that Eq. (10)'shows a weak velocity

Fig. 8. Equilibrium air-water concen- effect as indicated by the data
tration correlation of shown in Fig. 7
Ref. 25, which is based on The asymptotic value of the
the dimensionless S param- abscissa in Fig. 8 can be computed
eter, compared with our from the Blasius equation for shear

predictions. Smin is for stress in a turbulent liquid film

Wfn = 2 and Rfn = 203 [ Appendix B, Eq. (B-4)].

10
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haltiplying both sides of the Blasius equation by 6/c produces the S parameter
from Fig. 8 in the form i

S = T6 f OP "2 \{v hl/4 W
t f= 0.0228I h ! = 0.0228

j (u 02/ R1/4 .e ( o
fn

Substitution of the neutral stability parameters for both the Kelvin-Helmholtz
and To11 mien-Schlichting instabilities,' ia. , Wfn = 2, Rfn = 203 (Ref. 6),
results in S = 0.012. This value of S checks well with the data trend in
Fig. 8. Values for the neutral stability film Weber and film Reynolds number
(Wfn and Rfn) at the inception of entrainment, as tabulated in Ref. 6 from
data obtained in Ref. 26, range from Rfn = 113 to 163 and Wfn = 1.38 to
2.05. These values approximately agree with the theory of Miles [20] and with
the data trend in Fig. 8.

4. APPLICATIONS

Previous sections present models for the estimation of deposition and
entrainment and verify the model predictability by comparison with experi-
men tal da ta. Application of the models is possible in several ways. For
example, the entrainment model could be used for the case of all the liquid
being on the wall with an exterior gas flow, from which the interfacial veloc-
ity would be determined for Eq. (5). Equation (3) for deposition would apply.

to flow where all of the liquid is entrained in the form of drops with no
liquid on the wall. Combination of the entrainment and deposition models also
could be done to analyze the situation where both phenomena exist. The latter
approach could be done incrementally in a numerical analysis or on an inte-
grated mean basis, as done in Appendix A.

An application of the models of particular interest is an evaluation of
the 100% entrainment assumption conventionally' made in nuclear power plant
subcompartment pressure response analysis. [3-53 The assumption is based on
the anticipation ~that the high-energy flows resulting from a LOCA produce a
homogeneous two phase mixture that will . retain its homogeneity as the flow is
dis tributed. Of course, there may be some slip flow caused by the pressure
gradients at flow constrictions. The evaluation required consideration of the
probable drop deposition and subsequent entrainment of the deposited liquid.

For the evaluation, deposition can be estimated by integrating Eq. (3)
from an entrainment (Eo) of 1 to an entrainment of E for a corresponding L/D
of 0 to L/D. This is done in a manner similar to the Appendix A integration
for concentration. The change in entrainment resulting from the integration is

~4V,kSt, (11)E=E eXPO

,

1

4
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. Tha effect on the entrained mass fraction of the entrainment of the deposited )
liquid with simultaneous continued deposition is given by Eq. (7), which com- . |

~

i.bined with Eq. .(11) results -in

/ L i
-4V 3/ St ,5-E=E exP0

1/2
"C IP i I- LY B i |l l | i| (12)

~ I x
1 4 g[ St -- j+2 1 - expl -4V - -- .

mD.

( j. 6 y y st_ (Pg). (1_xj
,

The use of Eq. (12)' requires the growth rate parameter (aci), which is
(Fig. 7). Ae for the small-

a function of the film Reynolds number, Rg,/6 = 1 and a smooth-tube Stantonscale experimental comparisons, we assume S
is obtained from the mass balance represented by Eq. (8). Anumb er. The Rf

V+ value of 0.15 per the deposition section is used.
For a given length (L/D) and flow conditions, the net entrainment (E)

now can be determined. In particular, deposition is calculated first. Then
the aci - Rg relationship of Fig. 7.is used with Eqs. (11) and (12) to
esiculate E.

Table 1 gives the geometry and flow conditions for representative subcom-
pertment problems. In all cases, the flow lengths were too short for signifi-
cent deposition to occur. It, there fcre , followed that entrainment from the
liquid ' film was correspondingly insignificant. As a result, the net fraction
of Liquid entrained in the main ~ core was found to diminish little from the
initial value Eo.

These analyses indicate the general vali'dity of the :onventional subcom- 1

J

partment analysis 100% entrainment assumption. This would be particularly
true for flow regions near the break where the drops are thoroughly mixed and i

valocities are high. Other factors that may require consideration are the |
effects on deposition of obstacles, turning of flow, reduced velocity zones, j

cnd transient flow reversal. |

4

5. SUMMARY>

A new model for the estimation of the rate of film mass entrainment for
drop-annular flow has been developed. The model is based on the stability of
film disturbance ~ waves. As a result of the model, key wave characterization

.

pcrameters were identified and correlated on the basis of fila wave measure-
Further resolution of the film wave characteristics based on detailed"

ments.
- tave measurements is still required. The entrainment model has been verified

by application to tests that involved deposition and entrainment.
The comparisons with tests involving deposition required an accounting

~for the-mass deposition rate. To provide this, a current correlation for par-'

ticle mass dif fusion was used. The correlation is convenient because of its i

insensitivity to drop (particle) sizes over a wide range of sizes. 1

)
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TABLE 1

REPRESENTATIVE SUBCOMPARTMENT PROBL*MS

Problem

A_ .B. _C. .D. _E._

Geome try--
Length (m) 5.3 11.3 ' 24. 10. 10.

Hydraulic 2.6 5.6 12. 1.8 1.1
Edameter (m)

Flow conditions--

. Quali ty, a x -0.43 0.43 0.43 0.38 0.47

Mass Velocity, 3.4 x 103 235 844 72 12 x 103
kg/s/m2

Source
Ref. No. -- - - - - 27--==- 28 29

Problem = -- Ana ly t i cal----- Test Typical
bescription Std. Probs. C-5 Sub compartmen t

1 4 10 Analysis -

abased on isenthalpic expansions of 1.28 to 1.51 MJ/kg saturated liquid to
atmospheric pressure.

The combined entrainment and deposition models have been used in compari-
sons with test measurements. The comparisons are favorable and supportive of -
the models proposed. In addition, the combined accounting for entrainment and
deposition allows the estimation of (1) the L/D required to achieve equilib-
rium' of the two processes when the flow is initially at zero entrainment and
(2) the extent of deviation from full entrainment of a flow whose liquid is
initially fully entrained. The combined accounting reveals that (1) an L/D of~

ab out 100 or more is required to achieve near equilibrium and (2) the assump-
tion of an initially fully entrained flow remaining approximately so, es used
in nuclear power plant subcompartment analysis, is appropriate.
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APPENDIX A
,

COMBIHED DEPOSITION AND ENTRAINMENT

1. EQUILIBRIUM CONDITION

The section on entrainment gives Eq. (5)

e, = ac ug2 *

cud the section on deposition gives Eq. (3) for deposition

C = V V,Ca = .

d

The friction velocity (V*) is expressed as

.

V, = ,

E

Using the momentum Stanton number,

' 1St -
'm 2 2

EEE

where u is the gas velocity, the mass deposition rate becomesg

d = V,u QSt,C .

d

At equilibrium, the mass deposition rate equals the mass entrainment rate
resulting in

ac. fu ) PA2 (A-1)C.=E l - J- .

*- 0 V,QSt,("g)

,

' W

_



. _ . . _ - .

.

Using the conservation of momentum across the gas-liquid interface
the equilibrium concentration becomes

1/2(p p
1 3 )1 3

ac.
C =E *

2 (A-2) |* O V Q St, (PA)

An expression for the equilibrium liquid entrainment mass fraction also
{is use ful. The entrainment, for a void fraction near 1, is
!

.

Cu A- CM

E= d. = d. -

N Mp
E g g

i f rom Eq. ( A-2 ), then,

i 1/2 -'

ac. fp y M
' E =1E *

I d-

e 26 *py. Q gg gj g (A-3)_

!
'

Using
,

.

M
* 3, x

g (1 - x) '

.

results in

1/2
IB i' {PLk"#

x
e"25 V QSt,(I ) (1 - x) *

g (A-4)

2. NONEQUILIBRIUM

The case in which entrainment and deposition rates are not equal is of
practical interest. It has been observed experimentally that several hundred
diameters in tube length are required to approach equilibrium. Consider a

15
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.

liquid mass balance on the gas core, schematically shown in Fig. 2. The

liquid mass - entering the control volume is

+ E,wD dLuC ,

cnd that leaving is

u (C + dC) " + a wD dL .
d

Using our deposition 'and entrainment equations gives

-V,QSt,CdC = i ac *

t D

Integrating from L = 0 to L and from C = 0 to C with other parameters constant
racults in

C I L h (A-5)= 1 - exp -4V,QSt,g .

It can be shown that C/C = E/E .e e
As an exanple of the use of Eq. (A-5), consider the assumption of Ref. 25

that an L/D of 150 results in approximate equilibrium conditions. Using a
smooth-tube gas-only Stanton number relation, along with a Reynolds number of
105 give, ,

* = 0.0023St = .

m .2

Then, using V+ = 0.15 results in C/C = 0.987, which verifies thee
essumption.

,

16
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A nonequilibrium expression for the fraction of total liquid mass
er trained is also of interest. Following the development of Eq. (A-4) and
using Eq. (A-5) produce

1/2[ \I L B "i I EE=1 1 - exp |\-4V QSt - I l
x

I j j (A-6)-
# " /0 V y St ,(E ) (1 x)

.
- g

Note that

=- i !0"
B 1

I xE | |1
-

(A-7)* .

V,(St,(g/ (1 x)

APPENDIX n

S PARAMETER ACCOMMODATION IN FIG. 8

A comparf:on of our proposed model and the experimental results of Ref.
25 is presented in Sec. 3. To do this, the reference S parameter,

T. 6
*S=

,

a

required manipulation into an
expression that was consistent with
our model parameters. This was

" accomplished by assuming that the
interfacial liquid velocity of a

g thin turbulent liquid film
g corresponds to the velocity at the

.

gt edge of a boundary layer, see Fig.
. B-1. As a result, the following

equations (p. 146 of Ref. 50),

__
Ty _= T1 u

b
T=p (B-1)-

Fig. B-1. Approximate representa- A Ob
,

tion of a wavy liquid film
by a constant thickness film

on which a boundary layer )7relationship between veloc-
i ' and (B-2 ), =ity and film height is per-

6 ("dformed.
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II-3)=
'/8

f

cra applicable and can be used to develop relationships between S and Rf and
between S and Stm. In addition, the Blasius equations (T. 143 of Ref. 30)

T = 0.0228 p u R} ! (B-4)
,g

cnd the slip ratio based on the conservation of momentum,

1/2
(B-5)=

,

"g (P2)

cre used. A combination of Eq. (B-1) minus Eqs. (B-3) and (B-5) results in

!fu u I [p
| b II E )I

R
(B-6)S= .

(1.876)6 ( o j(p j
l

|

To form the Stanton number for momentum (Stm " T/P u ), Eqs. (B-4),
'

gg
(B-6), and (B-5) are_ combined to give j

g\;1/12
1/6 f

(St )1/2 , (0.0228)1/2
fp u P -1/6gs

S (3_7)i ,

m 1.878 (a j (p

Substituting Eq. (B-7) . into Eq. (A-2) and letting B/6 = 1, result in

f ) 1/6 o (p i 5/12 ,c,37
U dl I * j. (B-8)| V, j= i l

*
IC

2 'p
(0.0228)1/2 (u u j ( gj (* g

Equation (B-8) is plotted in Fig. 8 for the comparison with the test data of'

Ref. 25
To better understand -the use of the relationships developed, a sample

|cMculation for representative conditions of 'Ref. 25 is now presentad. For

18-
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1.

l

the flow of air and water, .the properties are
.!

|

3
pg = 1 000 kg/m tr. = -0.073 N/m,

,

'

pg=-2.22kg/m , and p = 0.00114 N*s/mg .

:

Assume an air _ velocity (ug) of 30 m/s ~and a deposition parameter V+ ' of
0.15 (see Sec. 2.1). Selecting an Rf = 2 000 gives aci E 1 x 10-3 from-
Fig. 7 and a value of S = 0.15 results from Eq. (B-6). A corresponding
equilibrium concentration for comparison with the experimental data of -
e = 2.68 kg/m3C results from Eq. (B-8), see Fig. 8.

|
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